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Introdu tion

This paper is a ontribution to an ongoing endeavour initiated by Knuth in se tion 2.2.1 of [10℄: in
Exer ises 711 (and their solutions) he enumerated the permutations that an be obtained from an
input-restri ted deque by rst proving that they are exa tly those that do not ontain either of the
patterns 4213 and 4231. Sin e that time the subje t of Permutation Patterns has developed into a ri h
ombinatorial theory one of whose entral on erns ontinues to be the des ription and enumeration
of permutations that do not ontain a stipulated set of patterns.
For ompleteness we briey re all the salient denitions. A permutation is simply an arrangement
of the numbers 1, 2, . . . n for some n > 0 (note therefore that all our permutations will be non-empty).
A permutation π is said to be ontained in (or be a subpermutation of) another permutation σ if σ
has a subsequen e whose terms are ordered in the same relative way as those of π . For example, 3142
is ontained in 1573462 be ause the subsequen e 5362 is ordered in the same way as 3142. If π is not
ontained in σ we say that σ avoids π . The subpermutation relation is obviously a partial order on
the set of all permutations and its down-sets are alled pattern lasses. For every pattern lass P there
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is a (possibly innite) set of permutations that do not belong to P and are minimal with respe t to
not lying in P . This set, B say, is alled the basis of P and it determines P as exa tly that set of
permutations that avoid every member of B : we write P = Av(B).
The subpermutation order is invariant under the 8 symmetries generated by inversion, reversal and
omplementation. These symmetries often allow arguments by ase enumeration to be ondensed.
If the set B ontains any permutation of length 1 or 2 then it is trivial to identify Av(B) and
to enumerate it. If B ontains 132 (or any of its 3 symmetries 213, 231, or 312) then Av(B) an be
enumerated by the methods of [1℄. If B is only known to ontain 123 (or its symmetry 321) mu h less
has been proved although many spe ial ases have been solved (see, for example, [3, 7, 15, 16℄).
Knuth's problem above was the rst one to be solved with B having two permutations both of
length 4. There are in fa t 56 essentially dierent su h problems (i.e. problems in whi h the sets
B are inequivalent under symmetries). It is known that they give rise to 38 dierent enumerations
[8, 11, 12, 13, 14℄ (some inequivalent pairs are Wilf-equivalent meaning that they nevertheless have the
same enumeration). Of these 38 Wilf lasses around half have yet to be enumerated (see [18℄ whi h
lists 18 published enumerations).
The ones that have been enumerated have been natural testing grounds for a su ession of te hniques (su h as generating trees [17℄, the insertion en oding [4℄, the S hensted orresponden e [5℄,
and simple permutations [1℄). In this paper we apply a ombination of re ently devised te hniques
to the pattern lass Av(2143, 4231) and, not only do we enumerate it, we give a omplete stru tural
des ription of its members.
Our main te hni al tools are simple permutations and their inations, together with onstrained
de ompositions of permutations into monotone subsequen es and we now summarise the basi fa ts
we shall need about these.
A simple permutation is one with no non-trivial intervals. In this ontext an interval of a permutation is just a ontiguous subsequen e whose values form a onse utive set of integers. For example 546
is an interval of 3154627. If the interval is either a singleton or the entire permutation then it is trivial.
Simple permutations are pre isely those that do not arise from a non-trivial ination, in the following
sense. Let σ be any permutation of length m and α1 , α2 , . . . , αm any sequen e of permutations. Then
the ination of σ by α1 , α2 , . . . , αm , whi h we denote by σ[α1 , α2 , . . . , αm ], is that permutation of
length |α1 | + · · · + |αm | whi h de omposes into m segments α′1 α′2 · · · α′n where ea h segment α′i is an
interval that is order isomorphi to αi , and the sequen e a1 a2 · · · an formed by any (and hen e every)
hoi e of ai from α′i is order isomorphi to σ . For example the ination of 3142 by 21, 132, 1, 123 is

3142[21, 132, 1, 123] = 87 132 9 456
Permutations that are inations of 12 and 21, whi h o ur often in this paper, are said to be, respe tively, sum de omposable and skew de omposable. The pre ise onne tion between simple permutations
and inations is furnished by a result from [1℄.
1.1 Let π be any permutation. Then there is a unique simple permutation σ and permutations α1 , . . . , αn su h that
π = σ[α1 , . . . , αn ].
Proposition

If σ 6= 12, 21, then α1 , . . . , αn are also uniquely determined by π . If π = 12 or 21, then α1 , α2 are
unique so long as we require that α1 is sum inde omposable or skew inde omposable respe tively.
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Figure 1: The permutation [6, 12, 11, 7, 10, 4, 5, 9, 3, 8, 2, 1] on a 3 × 2 grid
Our other te hni al tool is a diagrammati expositional aid. We regard a permutation π as a set of
points (i, π(i)) lying in an n × n grid within the plane. We partition su h a square grid into ells using
a xed number of verti al and horizontal dividing lines. The points that lie within a ell then dene
a subsequen e of π and we shall be parti ularly interested in when these subsequen es are monotone.
Consider, for example, the permutation [6, 12, 11, 7, 10, 4, 5, 9, 3, 8, 2, 1]. As shown in Figure 1 we an
represent it on a 3 × 2 grid with one empty ell, two in reasing ells, and three de reasing ells.
The set of permutations whose diagram an be divided into ells with a xed number of verti al
and horizontal lines, where it is stipulated that ea h ell should ontain either monotone in reasing
points, monotone de reasing points, a single point, or be empty, denes a pattern lass, alled a grid
lass. We may denote su h a grid lass by spe ifying its matrix of ells with ea h ell ontaining +1
for in reasing, −1 for de reasing, a dot for a single point and 0 for empty. It is onvenient sometimes
to denote the ontent of an in reasing (respe tively de reasing) ell by a line as ending (respe tively
des ending) to the right. So the permutation [6, 12, 11, 7, 10, 4, 5, 9, 3, 8, 2, 1] belongs to the grid lass
whose matrix is


−1 −1
 +1 +1 
0 −1
or whose pi torial representation is

The bulk of our paper is an analysis of Av(2143, 4231). We determine its simple permutations and
des ribe them in grid lass terminology. Next we examine how the simple permutations an be inated
and thereby we obtain a omplete des ription of the pattern lass. The enumeration al ulation is then
arried out using en odings of permutations derived from the grid lass des ription. The paper ends
with some remarks on pattern lasses for whi h similar analyses may be possible.
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Figure 2: The extremal points form the pattern 3412
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Figure 3: The extremal points and an interior point form the pattern 42513.

2

The stru ture of Av(2143, 4231)

2.1 The simple permutations
We shall obtain the general form of simple permutations in the lass by a division into ases a ording
to the pattern determined by the four extremal points of the permutation. Let these points be denoted
by ℓ the leftmost point, r the rightmost, u the highest and d the lowest. In a simple permutation of
length at least 4 these points are all distin t and their pattern will therefore be one of 2143 (whi h is
impossible as it is a basis element of the lass), 3412, 2413 and 3142.
2.1 If π is a simple permutation in Av(2143, 4231) and the pattern determined by ℓ, r , u and
d is 3412 then π is one of 42513 or 35142.

Lemma

Consider the regions of π depi ted in Figure 2. By the 2143 avoidan e one of the regions B ∪ C
and D ∪ G is empty.
To within a reverse omplement symmetry we may take B ∪ C to be empty. But then region G is
not empty. If it were then, be ause ℓAu is not an interval, D is not empty; however all points of region
E ∪ F lie below all points of region D as 4231 is not a subpermutation of π ; and now it would follow
that the points of A ∪ D together with ℓ and u would be an interval.
Proof.
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Figure 4: Simple permutations where the extremal points form the pattern 3142
Thus G ontains some point g and the four extremal points of σ together with g give rise to a
42513 pattern. We are now in the situation depi ted in Figure 3. Of the 16 square regions, the 10
unlabeled regions must be empty in order to avoid either 4231 or 2143. We laim that in order for σ to
be simple, the remaining six labeled regions must be empty. To justify this laim we begin by noting
that every point of P must lie below every point in Q, as otherwise we would nd a 4231-pattern,
using the points d and g. Thus the points in region Q, together with u, form an interval, and sin e σ
is simple we infer that Q must be empty. Now, however, the two regions P and R, together with the
point ℓ form an interval, from whi h we on lude that both P and R must be empty. The regions S, T
and U must also be empty by a similar argument (or by taking inverses). Hen e σ = 42513. Similarly,
when D ∪ G is empty, we have σ = 35142.
2
2.2 If π is a simple permutation in Av(2143, 4231) and the pattern determined by ℓ, r , u and
d is 3142 then π has the form shown in Figure 4. In this gure the letters A, B, C, D, E label the ells
that ontain them. Unlabelled ells are empty. Furthermore ells C and E are empty and possibly ells
A and G are empty also.
Lemma

The initial situation is depi ted in Figure 5 where the two unlabeled regions are empty sin e
π avoids 2143. The re tangle omprising ells C, D, E must form a de reasing pattern to avoid 4231:
in parti ular, this means that points in the ell labeled C lie above all points in ells D and E . Thus,
to avoid a non-trivial interval being formed by the point ℓ together with the points in ells A and C ,
there must exist some point a ∈ A lying above some point b ∈ B . However, any point in C to the left
of a now parti ipates as the `1' in a 2143 with ℓ, a and b, while any point in C to the right of a forms
the `2' of a 4231 with a, b and r . Thus C must be empty.
Be ause of the 2143-avoidan e B is in reasing. It annot be empty ex ept in a trivial ase where
A, whi h would now form an interval with ℓ, is also empty; so we an let b denote the lowest point of
B . The points of A must all lie above b; for, if A ontained points below b, then these points together
with ℓ would have to be separated by a point of A that was greater than b and then there would be a
Proof.
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Figure 5: The extremal points form the pattern 3142
4231 pattern. Furthermore no point of A an lie above the se ond largest point of B (if B has su h a
point) be ause, again, a 4231 pattern would be reated. But now the points of A form an interval and
so A has at most one point ( whi h, when it exists, lies in value between the lowest and se ond lowest
points of B ).
A symmetri argument applies to the regions E (whi h must be empty), F (whi h ontains an
in reasing sequen e) and G (whi h ontains at most one point, below exa tly one point of F ), and
from this we on lude that the permutation has the form given in Figure 4.
2
In the remaining ase that the pattern of the extremal points is 2413 (whi h is the inverse of 3142)
we have
2.3 If π is a simple permutation in Av(2143, 4231) and the pattern determined by ℓ, r , u
and d is 2413 then π −1 has the form shown in Figure 4.

Corollary

2.2 Inating the simple permutations
Now we determine whi h inations of simple permutations lie in Av(2143, 4231) and we startwith the

1
simple permutations of Lemma 2.2. Let D be the grid lass whose matrix is the olumn ve tor −1 .
1
Then, by Lemma 2.2, a simple permutation σ whose extremal points have the pattern 3142 has one of
four types:

• σ ∈ D  we will all these permutations type 1 simple permutations,
• σ 6∈ D , but σ − σ(1) ∈ D  type 2,
• σ 6∈ D , but σ − σ(n) ∈ D  type 3, or
• σ 6∈ D and not of types 2 or 3, but σ − σ(1) − σ(n) ∈ D  type 4.
These types orrespond, respe tively, to ells A and G (as dened in Lemma 2.2) having sizes
(0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1) and (1, 1). The ell B together with u, the ell D, and the ell F together with d
(also dened in Lemma 2.2) are the three ells of D , read from top to bottom. Note that types 2 and
3 an be obtained from ea h other by the reverse omplement symmetry, so we will handle these two
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Figure 6: The pattern lasses E and F
ases together. We will let E = Av(2143, 312) and F = Av(2143, 231); these lasses have grid lass
des riptions as depi ted in Figure 6.
Lemma

2.4 A type 1 simple permutation an be inated as follows:

• The rst point an be inated by E .
• The last point an be inated by F .
• The points of regions B and F and the points u and d an be inated by Av(21).
• The points of region D an be inated by Av(12).
Let σ be a type 1 simple permutation in Av(2143, 4231) of length n. The rst and last points
an be inated by E and F respe tively: for example, sin e the bottom element of σ lies to the right
of the leftmost point, inating the leftmost point by 312 would give rise to a 4231 pattern. Thus the
leftmost point must avoid 312, in addition to 2143, but there are no further restri tions.
Every point in the in reasing region F an be inated only by permutations from Av(21): to see
this, note that the last two points of σ form a 21-pattern above and to the right of all points in this
region, so inations of points of F must avoid 21 in order not to reate a 2143 pattern. A similar
argument applies to the points in the in reasing region B . For the interior points in the de reasing
region D , note that ea h forms the `2' of a 321-pattern with the leftmost and rightmost points of σ .
Thus points of D an only be inated by Av(12) in order not to reate a 4231-pattern.
2
Proof.

The same type of analysis proves:
Lemma

2.5 A type 2 simple permutation of length n an be inated as follows:

• The se ond point (the single point of region A) an be inated by E .
• The last point an be inated by F .
• The rst point, the points d and u, all points in region B apart from its rst, and all points in
region F an be inated by Av(21).
• The points of region D an be inated by Av(12).
• The rst point of region B annot be inated.
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An analogous argument holds by onsidering the reverse omplement symmetry for type 3 simple
permutations. For type 4 permutations, a similar argument yields:
Lemma

2.6 A type 4 simple permutation of length n an be inated as follows:

• The se ond point an be inated by E .
• The penultimate point an be inated by F .
• The rst point, the last point, all points in region B apart from its rst, and all points in region
F apart from its last an be inated by Av(21).
• The points of region D an be inated by Av(12).
• The rst point of region B and the last point of region F annot be inated.
Now that we know the inations of the simple permutations overed by Lemma 2.2 we an obtain
analogous results for the simple permutations of Corollary 2.3 by taking inverses.
Finally, we observe that the two sporadi permutations 42513 and 35142 behave as type 2 or type
3 permutations, and their inations are the same. Indeed, 35142 is visibly a subpermutation of any of
the permutations depi ted in Figure 4 and so its inations are subpermutations of their inations. A
similar property holds (by the reverse omplement symmetry) for the inations of 42513.
It follows from these proofs and the pre eding remarks that the lass Av(2143, 4231) is equal to
the union of the 2 grid lasses represented by the pi ture:

3

The enumeration of Av(2143,4231)

We are now able to ompute the generating fun tion of the lass by using Proposition 1.1. This
proposition tells us that the lass is the disjoint union of the permutation 1, its set of sum de omposable
permutations, its skew de omposable permutations, and its inations of simple permutations of length
at least 4. Its generating fun tion is therefore the sum of the generating fun tions of these subsets.
To help in the omputation we introdu e generating fun tions for some auxiliary sub lasses of
Av(2143, 4231). Let d(x) = x/(1 − x) be the generating fun tion for the set of de reasing (or
x(1−x)
in reasing) permutations. Furthermore let e(x) = 1−3x+x2 be the generating fun tion for the set
E = Av(312, 2143); it is also the generating fun tion for the set F = Av(231, 2143) (see e.g. [6℄).
We will begin by omputing f⊖ (x), the generating fun tion of the skew de omposable permutations
of Av(2143, 4231). First note that if we write a skew de omposable permutation π as π = π1 ⊖ π2 , then
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π1 ∈ E and π2 ∈ F (whose generating fun tions are both e(x)). To make this de omposition unique,
we insist that π1 is skew inde omposable, so we briey turn our attention to the skew inde omposable
permutations in Av(312, 2143), whose generating fun tion we will denote by e6⊖ (x). The generating
fun tion for the skew de omposable permutations in Av(2143, 4231) will then be given by f⊖ (x) =
e6⊖ (x)e(x).
Let τ be an skew inde omposable permutation in E = Av(312, 2143). As this lass ontains no
simple permutations of length 4 or more, τ is either the permutation 1 or is sum de omposable.
In the latter ase, write τ = τ1 ⊕ τ2 where τ1 is sum inde omposable. If τ1 = 1 then τ2 has no
restri tions other than avoiding 312 and 2143, while if τ1 ontains 21 then τ2 must be in reasing.
Re alling that the generating fun tion for the lass is e(x), the skew inde omposable permutations
satisfy e6⊖ (x) = x + xe(x) + (e(x) − e6⊖ (x))d(x). Solving, yields:
e6⊖ (x) =

x(1 − x)2
1 − 3x + x2

and so the generating fun tion for the skew de omposables in Av(2143, 4231) is

f⊖ (x) =

x2 (1 − x)3
.
(1 − 3x + x2 )2

We now turn our attention to the sum de omposable permutations. Consider π = π1 ⊕ π2 , written
so that π1 is sum inde omposable. If π1 = 1, then π2 an be any element of the lass Av(2143, 4231).
Otherwise, π1 must ontain 21, so π2 must be in reasing to avoid 2143. Thus the generating fun tion
f⊕ (x) for the sum de omposable permutations satises f⊕ (x) = xf (x) + (f (x) − f⊕ (x) − x)d(x).
It remains to onsider the inations of the simple permutations of length 4 or more. As in the
previous se tion we divide the analysis a ording to the pattern determined by the 4 extremal points and
we begin with the ase that this pattern is 3142. We follow our previous analysis of permutation types
by dening the generating fun tions for the simple permutations of types 14 to be s1 (x), s2 (x), s3 (x)
and s4 (x) respe tively. Note that s2 (x) = s3 (x).
Reading from left to right in the permutation, we en ode points of a simple permutation lying in
the grid lass D using the three letters a, b and c: a represents a point in the lowest ell, b a point in
the middle and c a point in the top. To enfor e uniqueness, we insist that if a point an be en oded
by b then it should be. For example, the en oding of 51647283 is bacbcacb. For the permutation to
be simple, the word must not ontain any fa tors aa, bb or cc (as otherwise these two points will form
an interval of size 2), and additionally for type 1 simple permutations the en oding must start with ba
and end with cb. (Note that for types 2 and 3, we will drop one of these end onditions, while for type
4 we drop both end onditions.)
For n ≥ 4, these permutations are in bije tion with words of length n over
{a, b, c} of the form ba . . . cb, and with no fa tor aa, bb or cc. There is one word of length 4, namely
bacb, and one of length 5, babcb. Consider a word w = w1 . . . wn of length n ≥ 6. If the fourth symbol
from the right, wn−3 = a or b, then the word w1 . . . wn−3 wn−1 wn is a valid word of length n − 1.
On the other hand, if wn−3 = c, then the word w1 . . . wn−4 wn−1 wn is a valid word of length n − 2,
where the other omitted symbol wn−2 ould have been either a or b. Hen e we obtain the re urren e

Type 1 enumeration.
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s1,n = s1,n−1 + 2s1,n−2 , where s1,n denotes the oe ient of xn in s1 (x). Solving, yields the generating
fun tion
x4
.
s1 (x) =
(1 − 2x)(1 + x)
Thus the generating fun tion for the number of permutations in Av(2143, 4231) that are inations of
type 1 simple permutations is

f1 (x) = s1 (d(x)) ·

e(x)2
x4 (1 − x)2
=
.
d(x)2
(1 − 3x)(1 − 3x + x2 )2

Here, we require the four leftmost points of σ to take the form of the four
leftmost points as depi ted in Figure 4. The remainder of the permutation lies in the grid lass D .
Thus we enumerate a permutation of length n by onsidering words of length n − 4 over a, b, c. As
before these have no repeated letters as fa tors, but note that we an now drop the ondition that the
word starts with ba as the four points pla ed at the left of the permutation guarantee that no interval
an be found here. Thus, for n ≥ 6 the number bn of type 2 simple permutations of length n is given
by the number of words of length n − 4 of the form . . . cb with no repeated letters as fa tors. Reading
the word from right to left, this is easily seen to give 2n−6 hoi es for n ≥ 6, giving the generating
x6
fun tion s2 (x) = (1−2x)
. Consequently, the generating fun tions for permutations that are inations
of type 2 simple permutations is
Type 2 enumeration.

f2 (x) = s2 (d(x)) ·
Type 3 enumeration.

s2 (x) and f3 (x) = f2 (x).

x · e(x)2
x6
=
.
d(x)3
(1 − 3x)(1 − 3x + x2 )2

Using the reverse omplement symmetry, we immediately obtain s3 (x) =

Here, the rst four and last four points of the permutation must be xed as
shown in Figure 4. We en ode the intermediate points as before, but note now that we have no end
restri tions at either end. Thus there is one of length 8, while for n ≥ 9 there are 3 · 2n−9 possible
x8 (1+x)
hoi es, and hen e we obtain the generating fun tion s4 (x) = 1−2x . The generating fun tion for the
inations of these simple permutations is then
Type 4 enumeration.

f4 (x) = s4 (d(x)) ·

x2 · e(x)2
x8
=
.
d(x)4
(1 − 3x)(1 − x)2 (1 − 3x + x2 )2

Be ause of the inversion symmetry we obtain exa tly the same generating fun tions when the 4
extremal points have the pattern 2413.
To omplete the enumeration we have to onsider the permutations 42513 and 35142 (when the 4
extremal points have the pattern 3412). They behave like types 2 and 3 respe tively and so we nd the
generating fun tion for inations of these two sporadi simple permutations to be 2 · x · e(x)2 · d(x)2 =
2x5
(1−3x+x2 )2 .
This analysis into ases is obviously without overlaps. Thus the generating fun tion s(x) for the
simple permutations of length 4 or more in Av(2143, 4231) is s(x) = 2x5 +2(s1 (x)+s2 (x)+s3 (x)+s4 (x))
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and so is given by:

s(x) =

2x4 (1 + x + x2 + x4 + 2x5 + x6 )
(1 − 2x)(1 + x)

The rst few terms of the sequen e (starting at n = 4) are 2, 4, 10, 18, 40, 80, 162.
Likewise, the generating fun tion for the entire lass Av(2143, 4231) is:

f (x) = x + f⊕ (x) + f⊖ (x) +

2x5
+ 2(f1 (x) + f2 (x) + f3 (x) + f4 (x))
(1 − 3x + x2 )2

We have expli it formulae for every term on the right-hand side of this equation ex ept for the term
f⊕ (x). However, for this term we have an equation that relates it to f (x) itself and solving the resulting
equations gives

f (x) =

4

x − 11x2 + 51x3 − 127x4 + 186x5 − 165x6 + 87x7 − 23x8 + 3x9
(1 − 3x)(1 − x)4 (1 − 3x + x2 )2

Some related pattern

lasses

The pattern lass we have onsidered in this paper is the rst lass of the form Av(α, β) with |α| =
|β| = 4 that has been analysed by means of grid lasses. We expe t that grid lasses will play an
in reasingly important role in the study of pattern lasses. A forth oming paper [2℄ gives some very
general onditions under whi h a grid lass an be dened by nitely many forbidden permutations,
has a rational generating fun tion, and is partially well-ordered. Furthermore there is already a useful
riterion [9℄ for a given pattern lass to be ontained within a grid lass. For example, this riterion
applies to Av(2143, 4321), Av(2143, 4312) and Av(1324, 4312), all hitherto unenumerated. We expe t
to report on these pattern lasses in a future paper.
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